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An Essay in Information Retrieval 
or  
The Birth of a Myth 
A. G. OETTINGER 
A frequently quoted and still current myth on the ill effects of the 
so-called information explosion is analyzed. Five years and 250,000 
dollars were allegedly spent in the United States to duplicate a re- 
sult published in the Soviet Union in 1950. Not only does this myth 
rest on a comedy of errors, but the trivial results in question were 
surprisingly well known to all specialists most concerned, in at least 
one instance as early as 1937. 
"Today the efficiency of research is declining sharply and one of the most im- 
portant reasons is the inadequate availability andhence ineffective utilization 
of recorded scientific information. It has been estimated that because of this 
information lag, forty-five to fifty per cent of the research dollar is wasted. For 
example, in 1960 the Department of Defense spent wo hundred million dollars 
on blind duplication of electronic research and recently five fruitless years of 
research by computer manufacturers ended when they fou d thatthe needed design 
of relay contact circuits had been available for sev ral years in Soviet literature. One 
can cite many examples that show that research is not healthy because its life- 
blood--information--is inadequate." (Lawrence, 1961) 
"Otherwise little note was taken of the exhibit. I missed it myself, although I 
was at the meeting. 
In retrospect i is surprising that the exhibit did not attract a great deal of 
attention." (Taussig, 1962) 
"As far as we knew in 1953, no one had ever demonstrated unequivocally that 
these organisms could indeed be trained. Since then, of course, we have discovered 
the usual obscure reference that antedates our work by 30 years--it appears in 
Dutch and was published in a little-read European journal--but I am not at 
all sure that even this knowledge would have deterred us. At any rate, Thomp- 
son and I set out in 1953 to attempt classical conditioning in planarians." 
(McConnell, 1962) 
"You can lead a horse to water . . . .  " 
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The first of the preceding quotations was included in the memorandum 
Smnpling of the Views of Scientific Authorities on the Information-Com- 
munication Problem (Memorandum, 1962) issued early in 1962 by 
Senator Hubert H. Humphrey, Chairman, Subcomnfittee on Reorgani- 
zation and InternationM Organizations, United States Senate Coin- 
mittee on Government Operations. 
It may or may not be the ease that, as stated, "One can cite many 
examples that show that research is not healthy because its life-blood 
is inadequate," but the example concerning the design of relay-contact 
circuits has acquired so unique and privileged a status as the archetype 
of what the Senate Committee calls "the crisis and opportunity in 
scientific and technical information," that retrieving some information 
about the history of this example is a task of considerable interest. 
An exhaustive, but nonexhausting, survey is ruled out, of course, 
by virtue of the absence of an international or, for that matter, national 
information center with automatic machines capable of supplying, at 
the press of a button and in real time, a list of all occurrences of this 
example. What is presented here is therefore an incomplete sampling. 
One of the fresher samples may be found in the transcript of hearings 
on May 27, 1963 on a National Research Data Processing and Infor- 
mation Retrieval Center conducted by Representative Roman C. 
Pueinski: 
"The enormous gap in our capacity to store and retrieve information and at the 
same time meet he demands and responsibilities in our society has created the 
most costly and wasteful drain on our resources, which is without parallel in the 
entire history of mankind. 
The appalling figures speak for themselves. One major U.S. company spent 
over 8250,000 and 5 years of research in an attempt o solve an electronic 
switching problem important o military communications. Tile team of top- 
notch mathematicians doing the research found the solution. However, they 
also discovered the solution was available in a manuscript 6 months before the 
research program started." (National Information Center, 1946) 
The reappearance of this story the next day in the Boston Globe under 
the headline "Pucinski Pushes Bill; Science Mired in Own Data, Says 
Facts Center Advocate" (Nieodemus, 1963) is obviously a direct conse- 
quence of the hearings. 
It cannot be established with absolute certainty that all members of 
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our sample refer to but a single incident, rather than to a multiplicity 
of failures of relay circuit designers to be aware of the contents of the 
literature, but there is, nevertheless, a most suggestive kinship among 
them. 
The most recent sample a t  hand (September 1963) 1 is the lead para- 
graph in an article entitled "The Data  Deluge" (Lincoln, 1963): 
"A group of research laboratories recently spent close to $250,000 to perfect 
equipment for translating written matter electronically. After five years of work, 
they discovered that the Russians already had investigated the same prob- 
lem. . ,  and that results of their work had been available all along. 
These are the faux pas that turn both faces and budgets red, and research 
teams traditionally seek to sidestep them by scurrying through current journals 
and by initiating each new project with a literature search. But this is a gigantic 
task." 
The ball is carried through the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists (Fozzy, 
1962) in 1962 where it was picked up from a Humphrey Committee 
report, one of which (U.S. Congress Committee Print, 1961) received 
it in 1961 from earlier testimony (1958) by Jennie and Herschel Clesner 
(Science and Technology Act, 1958) who in turn cite earlier testimony 
(1956) by Gerard Piel (Hearings, 1956), publisher of the Scientific Ameri- 
can and an article by William Locke (1956) in the Scientific American. 
In 1961, a Russian version by L. A. El 'kind (1961) appeared: 
"In 1950, several large American universities were feverishly working on prob- 
lems concerned with relay circuits. Scientists were consistently confronted with 
failures: the solution of a problem which at first appeared to be so simple, could 
not be found by any means. And then, five years later, one of the men working 
on this project, while searching the literature in a library, found a number of 
formulae in a Russian journal, which immediately attracted his attention. 
And when a full translation was made of an article by A. G. Lunts, entitled 
"Application of Matrix Boolean Algebra to the Analysis and Synthesis of Relay- 
Contact Circuits," published in this journal, which happened to be a 1950 issue 
of Doklady Akademii Nauk SSSR (Reports of the Academy of Sciences USSR), 
the American scientists had to admit hat several years of hard work had been 
spent completely in vain, since this published article clearly described all of 
their "unsolvable" problems. The American scientists had to pay a high price 
1 Note added in proof: The undated prospectus "The Knowledge Availability 
Systems Center" of the University of Pittsburgh, received on October 22, 1964, 
has a sample as the sixth paragraph of the first section "The Knowledge Ex- 
plosion." 
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for their back of knowledge of this single article: 200,000 dollars had been wasted, 
not counting the costs incurred during development work on this project." 
Unfortunately, El 'kind gives us no references, thus making retrieval 
of the source of his information somewhat difficult for the unaided 
human investigator. 
A year earlier, Francis Bello (1960), writing on "How to Cope with 
Information" in Fortune magazine, points out that: 
"For several years U.S. experts truggled with the mathematics of an electronic 
switching problem important o military communications. It  was not until 
they got the problem solved that they discovered that the Russians had pub- 
lished the solution in 1950, just about the time the U.S. had started work." 
Again, no reference is given. 
Reaching back another year to 1959, we find Allen Kent, then As- 
sociate Director, Center for Documentation and Communication Re- 
search, School of Library Science, Western Reserve University, pointing 
out in Harper's (Kent, 1959) that: 
"In 1950, an article on the application of Boolean algebra to electrical circuits 
appeared in a journal of the Soviet Academy of Science, and though an English 
abstract was later published in Mathematical Reviews, it was not "discovered" 
until five years later--after several teams of mathematicians and a variety of 
American and industrial concerns had spent more than fifteen man-years in 
unsuccessful attempts to solve the problem.. ."  
There is one reference in this article to work by Shera, Kent, and Perry, 
but the source of the example is not mentioned. 
In 1962, however, Kent returned to this subject in reviewing some- 
one else's paper for Computing Reviev)s (Kent, 1962): 
"Even in the introduction to the paper, the author has quoted the Locke paper 
in Scientific American (1956), which indicuted that $200,000 was wasted by U.S. 
scientists because they were not aware of a Russian paper on the subject of 
their investigation. The author points out: "Here there was no question of 
difficulty in obtaining the paper. It  appeared in an important readily available 
Russian journal, but this had been put on one side and forgotten." If the author 
would wish to check, it would be found that the Russian article in question was 
abstracted promptly in English, indexed, and announced promptly in a well- 
known abstract periodical published in the English language. 
Why is it not possible for the documentation iournals to review papers with 
sufficient severity so that the standards of "scientific" writing may be achieved 
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in this field? The article being reviewed is of sufficient interest with regard to 
basic subject matter. Providing questionable rationale, conclusions, and pre- 
dictions are not needed to make it interesting." 
The sample has no representative of vintage 1958, but the trail gets 
warm again in the December 16, 1957, issue of Life where, in an article 
by Robert Wallace entitled "First Hard Facts on All Russian Sciences," 
we are told: 
"This lack of current information is frustrating and costly. Recently, for ex- 
ample, the NationM Science Foundation reported that a group of American 
laboratories spent five years and more than $200,000 researching a problem in 
electrical circuitry, only to discover after the conclusion of the work that the 
research ad long since been done, and the results published in Russia." 
Since Life is not in the habit of providing detailed references, one 
can only infer a kinship between this statement and a report by Ralph 
E. O'Dette, then Program Director of the Foreign Science Information 
Program of the National Science Foundation, in the journal Science 
(O'Dette, 1957) in March of 1957. O'Dette reports that: 
"It seems clear that much of the Russian information which U.S. scientists are 
seeking is of the type which the Russians themselves willingly publish and make 
available to the public. William Locke has reported on the discovery of a Russian 
paper, "The Application of Boolean Matrix Algebra to the Analysis and Syn- 
thesis of Relay-Contact Networks," which appeared in an important, readily 
available Soviet iournal; it had simply reposed on a library shelf waiting to be 
noticed. Locke estimates the cost of tardy discovery of this important contribu- 
tion to information theory at $250,000." 
O'Dette carefully refers to his source (Locke, 1956). Locke's example, 
published in 1956, will be examined shortly, but 1957 is especially richly 
represented in the sample, although perhaps only as an accident of the 
writer's sampling technique, a shnple matter of keeping track of oc- 
currences of this example over the years. 
In a report (O'Connor, 1957) issued on November 25, 1957, O'Connor 
reports that: 
"So much technical literature xists today and so nmch scientific research now 
cuts across traditional subject matter boundaries that traditional methods of 
literature search have become inefficient and unreliable. For example, it has 
been estimated that American computer companies spent $200,000 trying to 
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solve a circuit design problem for which a solution already existed in the litera- 
ture. '~  
O'Connor  carefully documents his sources of information with the 
following footnote: 
"Lune, A. G., "Application of Matrix Boolean Algebra to the Analysis and 
Synthesis of Relay-Contact Schemes," Doklady Akad. Nauk SSSR, (N.S.), 70, 
421-23 (1950). Abstracted in English in Mathematical Reviews, September 1950, 
Algebra Section, and indexed in Mathemagcal Reviews, Dee., 1950, under "Elec- 
tricity-Networks," but not under "Instruments, Machines and Calculating 
Machines." (Author's note: It  is also indexed under "Algebra: Linear: Special 
Matrices, Determinants.") See also Scientific American, Jan., 1956, pp. 29-33. 
The Congressional testimony of Gerard Piel, Scientific American, editor, which 
gave the $200,000 cost figure, is summarized in the New York Herald-Tribune, 
Oct. 21, 1957, editorial page, and Chicago Sun-Times, Sunday, Nov. 10, 1957, 
Section 2, page 3. For the 8200,000 cost figure and related facts see also New 
York Times, November 25, 1957, page 1, "U.S. Fails to Heed Soviet Journals." 
The January 1956 issue of the Scientific American begins, on page 29, 
with an article by William N. Locke, entitled "Translation by Machine" 
(Locke, 1956). The first two paragraphs of that article follow: 
"Suppose you became interested in working in a new field opening up in your 
line of work. Your first step would be to get all the background you could on 
the subject. To take a concrete xample, let us say that the new field was the 
design of electrical switching networks. Looking through the literature, you 
would certainly find the pioneer 1938 paper by Claude Shannon on the theory 
of such networks, and a number of other, less important, papers. But how likely 
would you be to discover a Russian paper entitled: "IIp~aomem~e MaTp~Hofi 
By~reBcRo~ A~re6pni E Asaz~ay i~ CnHwesy Pe~e~tHO-I/;oHTaR~R~IX CxeM." 
And even if you saw listed somewhere an English translation of its title ("The 
Application of Boolean Matrix Algebra to the Analysis and Synthesis of Relay- 
Contact Networks"), how could you know that this article in the Russian 
language was the most important eonti'ibution to the field next to Shannon's 
original paper? 
The question is not an idle one. Groups of people in several companies in the 
U.S. did in fact work for five frustrating years on the very point cleared up by 
this paper before discovering it. The article, by A. G. Lunts, was published in 
the Reports of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR in 1950. Even though this 
journal is available in the U.S., the article that would have saved so much time 
and work was overlooked until 1955, simply because most U.S. scientists and 
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engineers cannot read Russian. Considering the time put in on the problems in 
question by a number of first-rate people, we can estimate that ignorance of the 
article cost the companies involved easily $200,000, not to speak of the five-year 
delay in certain switching-circuit developments." 
The source of this information is not mentioned. 
The March 1956 issue of Scientific American carries, on page 6, a 
letter by Edward H. Cutler with the following comment on Locke's 
article: 
"In his very interesting article "Translation by Machine," William N. Locke 
cites the case of a paper by A. G. Lunts, published in Russian in 1950, ignorance 
of which is estimated to have cost American companies 8200,000. He does not 
mention that Mathematical Reviews for September 1950, contained a fifteen- 
line review in English. The review was a concise review of the three-page article; 
it occm'red in the algebra section of a mathematics periodical; the author's name 
was transliterated Lune, but the relation to electrical networks was explained. 
Does not the case suggest more the need for the application of machines to the 
bibliographic problems of cross-referencing publications rather than the more 
fascinating application to the problems of translation?" 
To this, Locke replied in the same issue: 
"Professor Cutler is right. My example does show the need for machines to 
keep the bibliographies of specialized fields up to date. Both this and language 
translation are special cases of data processing, in a field in which great strides 
are being made with new equipment coming on to the market daily. The big 
question mark is how to handle data expressed in language. Languages are 
codes. Machines can process these codes only when all the rules governing them 
have been made explicit. Until then we can neither make satisfactory bibliogra- 
phies nor translate languages by machine. 
My example was not intended to point up ignorance of the very fine coverage 
of Russian mathematics by Mathematical Reviews; rather, I think it shows that 
if you know no Russian, an abstract doesn't help much. It is simply impossible for 
abstracters tosay which article will be vital for somebody. Yet unless you know 
that a paper or a book is vital, you can't afford the cost of translation. So what 
we need is fast, inexpensive translations. They will remove the psychological 
barrier that faces anyone when he sees that an abstracted paper is in a language 
he can't even begin to read." 
On the second and third pages (pp. 30-31) of Locke's article the il- 
lustration reproduced here as Fig. 1 also appears. No explicit mention 
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of any possible relation of this material to the subject of the first para- 
graph is made anywhere in the article. As indicated in the caption, these 
samples were drawn from an article by Anthony G. Oettinger, entitled 
"The Design of an Automatic Russian-English Technical Dictionary" 
and incorporated in the collection Machine Translation of Languages 
(pp. 47-65), edited by William N. Locke and A. Donald Booth, which 
was published in 1955 by Wiley and the Technology Press of the Massa- 
chusetts Institute of Technology. Oettinger's article was based in turn 
on his doctoral thesis, "A Study for the Design of an Automatic Die- 
tionary" presented to Harvard University in April of 1954. The latter 
contains the following statement on page III-2: 
"An article entitled "Prilozhenie Matriehno] Bulevskoj Algebry k Analizu i 
Sintezu Releino-Kontaktnyx S em," was chosen as the sample to be studied. 
tIereafter it will be referred to as "Sample 1." The original text is reproduced in 
full as Appendix A-1. ~ This article is sufficiently short to permit a rather de- 
tailed analysis. It is of current interest o those engaged in the design of relay 
circuits and hence representative of those articles one might wish to process by 
automatic means. An accurate translation of this paper was prepared for refer- 
enee in collaboration with Mr. Robert Ashenhurst of this laboratory." 
The translation cited in the preceding paragraph is reproduced in 
part on the fourth panel of Fig. 1 and appears as Section V of Report 
No. BL-5, Harvard Computation Laboratory, January 1956. This 
report is obtainable from the Library of Congress, Photoduplication 
Service, Washington 25, D. C., where it bears O.T.S. identification 
number PB 122816. 
In January, 1955, the Bell System Technical Journal published an 
article by Franz E. Hohn and L. Robert Sehissler entitled "Boolean 
Matrices and the Design of Combinational Relay Switching Circuits" 
(Hohn and Sehissler, 1955). The manuscript for this paper was received 
by the ]ournal on August 30, 1954. On page 183 the authors tate: 
"The following result, (Theorem 3.2.1), is useful in establishing several basic 
theorems concerning the analysis of circuits. The theorem was first stated by 
Lunts." 
Hohn and Sehissler's references include, in addition to the reference to 
Lunts, one to a paper by B. I. Aranovieh published in 1949 and reviewed 
2 A portion of this text appears in Fig. l(a). 
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~HHaaAM AsaAs~-~ Hsy~¢ CCCP 
155o, Tou LXX, ~ II 
.gJIEI~TPOTF.XHPIEA 
A. r. JI¥111~ 
IIPHJIO}KEHHE MATPHqHOI~ BYJIEBCKO~ AXIFEBPbi K AHAJIH3¥ 
H CHHTE3¥ PEJIE~HO-KOHTAKTHMX CXEM 
(D,oeOcmasAeao axaOexuxox A. H. I,£o.cxozopoe~t 30 XI19#9) 
B llOCJIeRHee BpeM~ .~.qPl aHaJll~3a B CHHTe3a p~JIe~IHO-KOIITaKTHHX 
9JIeKTpHqeCKHX £XeM uapQ.7IAeHbHO-HOC.'Ie~OBaTeHbHOFO COe~HHetIH~l C ycne- 
xoM ncno~bsyeTcs annapav 6y*q~BCK()J~ aJxre6pIal (x-s), HO STOrO annapava 
oKa3UBaeTC~ HeROCTaTOqHO ~:]9 TeopHH cxeM o6mero THflal a Tsx~e 2trig 
5 TeopHa M~orono~ocav~x cxe~. B nacTo~n~e~ cTaTbe npe~xaraexcs ~ 
HCe;IeROBaHH~ TaXOrO poRa HC~IO.'Xb3OBaTb HaTpHqHyIO 6y~eBCKy~O a~re0py 
H OImCHBaeT¢~ pR~ p~3y~IbTaTO", Ho;lyqeHIFaX B DTOM HaDpaE~eHHH. 
§ 1. MaTpHqsas  6y~escKas  a~re6pa 
HyCTb ~ ecrl, uexoTopa~ 6y~enc~an a~re6pa (~). By~eu pacc~aTp~- 
lO BAT'- ~aTpHt~ C S~eMeHTa~H Ha ill Kax H Z)m o6uqHux ~aTpHU (C Sae- 
MeHTaMH as no~),  J~,la ~aTpHZ~ c saeMeara~H a ~ ~O~HO ~SeCT, one- 
paanH cJomeuH~ H y~Ho~eHH., xoTopue ~u 6y.ae~ ~nHcusaTb: A + B, 
A X ~. l-[pH STOM TaKH~e 6yRyT HMeTb M~CTO aCCOI~HaTHBHbI~, KObiMyTa* 
THHHI~I~ (A~IH C~O~KeHHS) H ~IHCTpH6yTHBHMR 3axoHu. 
15 B~e~e~ nOHHTHe ~onpe~e~Te~H~ x a~paTuoR MaTpHO.~Z c S:~eMeHTaMH 
HS ill, xaK cy~Mu nl caaraeM~x, cocvanne~aur TaKHM ~xe O6pa3OM, KaK 
u H o6~qx~o~ oHpe~eaaTeae n-ro nops~a.  TaxHe oapeAea~re~ 6yAFr 
O6.~8~aTb p~z.~OM CBO~CTS, aHaaorHvuux esoi~cvsas o6uqHux onpe.~eaH- 
Te,~e~. 
~0 ,gas uapu uaTpx~ C szeMeHTaMn ~ 9.I Mu nne,~e~ eu~e onepa~mo 
~6yae~c~oro y~Ho~eHu~, O603HaqaH ee A.B = C s onpe~e~H~ saeMenTu 
~avpH~ C ~epes 9.'IeMeHTI~ aTpn~ A H B c~e~ylou~a~ o6pasoM: 
,~,q~ Bcex HHneKeOB a H ~, 
~5 KsaRperHy~o z~avpHay e a.,TeMeuraMH 1~3 ~, z~o r~asaon j~Harouaaa 
gOTOpOfi CTOHT e~.~n~.u, 6y.~e~ x~aaueaTb (6yaeBc~ofi), a MBoxecr~o 
6y~IeBCHHX MaTpHI~ aZ-FO nop.AHa c 5~emeHTabiH H3 ~I O603HaqaTb ~I. B 
Ha3HBarb MaTpHRHOR 6yHeBCKO~ a~zre6poA. MHoz~ecrso ~. H H CaMOM 
~e~e ss:~Hercz 6yae-c~<oa a~re6poa OrHOCHTe.qbltO o.epaaHrl CSox(eHHH 
~0 ~ 6yaeBc~coro yMao~ea~.  B .¢~:~sHettrrre~ vo~zs~o O -avpmz~x ~2 ~', 
6y.~eT ETTa peqb. 
§ 2. MHorono~x~OC~HKH 
Ka~.z~y~o pe3Ie~RO-HOHTaHTHylO cxeMy (H~IH qaCTb ¢xeMH) MO2KHO 
38Rarb, yKa3aB He~ocpeAcTBeKHy~o HpOBO~HMOCTb MeXC~y ee y3~ZOBHMH 
~5 ToRKaMH. FIO~TOMy Ha scc~eAyez~zo~ 9 leXTpHqecKo~i cxeMe ]~ufiepeM n 
TOqeH (rlO~zzOCOB) ]~x, JH=,..., .'~n ~ 6y~e~ ~3y~a¢~ cxeMy OTEOCHTe~HO 
9THX roqeK. O(~ozHaqHbi Henoc[3~D.c'rBeHHylo pOBO~HHOCTb ~T HO;llOCa 
(a) 
FIG.  1. Automat ic  D ic t ionary  fo r  the  word- fo r -word  t rans la t ion  of  Russ ian  
in to  Eng l i sh  has  been invest igated  by  Anthony  G.  Oet t inger  of  Harvard  Un iver -  
s i ty .  (a) is a Russ ian  sc ient i f i c  paper .  (b) is a word- fo r -word  t rans la t ion .  (c) is a 
sheet  in  wh ich  the  comprehens ion  of  a reader  was  tes ted .  (d) is an  exper t  t rans -  
la t ion .  These  samples  appear  in  Machine Translat ion of Languages, pub l i shed  by  
John  Wi ley  & Sons ,  Inc . ,  and  the  Techno logy  Press  of the  Massachuset ts  Ins t i -  
tu te  of  Techno logy .  
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(APP~ITIC~, Enclosure, Appendix, Application) MATRIX 
~OLEAN ALGEBRA (TO, Toward, By, For) A~AL~IS (A~D, N) 
8Yl~2E~Va I~ELAY=CONTACT (CIRCUIT, Diagram, Scheme). 
(IN, At, Into, To, For, On t N) (LAST$ latter, new, 
latest, lownst, worst) (T~E, tense) FOR ANALXBIS (AND, N) 
S~NTI~IR RELAY-C(~AOT ELEC2RICAL (CIRCUIT, diagram, scheme) 
PARALLEL- (SERIES, successive, consecutive, consistent) (CON- 
NECTION, Junction, combination) (WIT~, from) (SUCCESS, luck) 
(TO BE UTILIZE, to be take advantage of) APPARATU~ BOOLEAN 
ALGEr .  ~ ~ APPARATt~ (TO F~ID X-BEL?, to turn out, to 
be found, to prove) (INSUFFICieNT, inadequate, scanty) FOR 
THEORY (CXRCUIT, diagram, scheme) (G~TERAL, common) T~PE, (~UT, 
and, yet, if, while) ALSO FOR THEORY MULTIPOLAR (CIRCUIT, dia- 
gram, scheme). (IN, At, Into, To, For, 0~, N) (PRESENT, 
genuine) (ARTICLE, itam, clause) (TO ~ OFFER, to be propoee, 
to be suggest) FOR (INVESTIGATION, research, analysis, explo- 
ration, ~ape~, essay) (SUCH, so, a Bnrt of) (SORT, kind, family, 
genus t gender) (TO UTILIZE, to take advantage of) MATRIX 
BOOLEAN ALGEBRA (AND, N) TO ~ DESCRIBE (ROW, series) RE%~T, 
GOTT~ (IN s at, into, to, for, on, N) THIS (DIRECTION, trend, 
Order, permit). 
£. MA~t~X ~0LEAN AtGEE~ 
(IZT, Thoueh) a (TO ~,  to eat, O.K.) SO~ BOOLE~ 
~ .  TO I~ (TO CONSII~ER, to examine, to discuss) MATRIN 
Fla. l(b) 
by E. N. Gilbert of Bell Telephone Laboratories on page 574 of the 
September 1950 issue of Mathematical Reviews, the same page on which 
Gilbert reviewed the paper by Lunts and a paper by Gavri]ov. 
The same authors also refer to W. Semon's doctoral thesis, submitted 
to Harvard University in 1954 and entitled "Matrix Theory of Switching 
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Doklady hkademli Nauk $SSR 
i950, Tom LXX, No. 3 
A. G. Imnts 
Che 
of  
Synthe~i~ Relay-q~nt aet~ C i r c u i t ~ .  
10 
(In, 4¢-, ~ ,  4~, ~e~, ,~, ) 4za~ -i=t¢~, 
reccnf the 
" k  | 
'the o6 -] i 
apparatus Boolean algebra~ But this apparatus (-t~-f-im~- 
--~-~zc if 7~-  ~ ~ ~ prove~ (4~s~£-iciczt, 
fh~ of 
inadequate, ~ )  for theory (circuit/, ~ )  / 
of generel, ~e~o~-) type, (4~a~, and, ~ i f  3 "~h~) e~so, 
"I'I~¢ 
15 "At, InCm~--T~,  N) (p resent ,~)  (article, 
Fie. l(e) 
Networks," as well as to C. E. Shannon's fundamental "A Symbolic 
Analysis of Relay and Switching Circuits," the "pioneer 1938 paper" 
mentioned by Locke, which appeared in the Transactions of the AIEE, 
Vol. 57, 1938, pp. 713-723. Semon's thesis includes an extensive bi]oli- 
ography in which Lunts' paper appears, as does Aranovich's. A text 
reference to the latter is accompanied by a translation of the abstract 
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DO~DY AKAD~I  NAUK SSSR 
1950, Vol. 70, No. 3 
A. G. Lunts 
T~ APPLICATION OF ~OOLEAN MATR3C~  TO THE 
A~AL~BIS AND B:~THE~IB OF ~ CONTACT h~2WO~ 
Cmmmu~eated by Acsdemlclan A. N. Nolmogorov, Nov. 30, !9~9° 
~a recent times Boolean ~ige~re has been successfui~ 
eJ~loyed is the analysis of relay networks of the series- 
~arallel ty~e.(l'3) This algebra is inadequate, however, for 
a theory of more general networka ~ud for a theory c~ multi- 
terminal networks. The purpose of the present p~per is to 
emgloy a Boolean matrix algebra for Investigations of this 
m~ure an~ to d~serlbe a series of results obtained along 
this i I~.  
I. Boolean ~t~x ~l~ 
Let a be ~ Boolean algebra.(I) We will e~/n~ 
m~trlees composed of elements frc~ a. As in the case o f  
ordinary matrices (made up of elements from a field) we my 
6efln~ for matrlces composed of elements f~'o~ a the operations 
of addition and multiplication, ~hich we will ~rite as: A + B, 
A x B. The associative, commutative (for addltlos) and dis- 
tribut~ve laws ap~ly in this ease. 
We introduce the concept of the determinant of a 
square matrix containing elements from a; as the sum of the 
FIG. l(d) 
accompanying the article in which it ~s stated: 
" . . .  tiffs problem.. ,  was solved by means of the matrix notation for relay- 
contact networks and the method for the calculation of particular characteristics 
proposed by A. G. Lunts." 
Further evidence that all directly concerned were well aware of the 
content of the Russian literature and, to some extent, with each other's 
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work is given in a footnote on page II-7 of Semon's thesis where, in 
commenting about a related theorem he says: 
"This theorem, discovered independently, has been previously given in reference 
40 (the Aranovich reference). This was brought o the writer's attention in a 
conversation with Professor Franz Hohn." 
It is quite clear from a study of the technical papers concerned that 
Lunts' result, while of mild interest, was hardly "the most important 
contribution to the field next to Shannon's original paper" as stated by 
Locke. In fact, the whole matter of matrix analysis of relay-contact 
networks, while of some theoretical interest, has never proved to be of 
any technological value. It is therefore ntirely out of the question that 
anyone would knowingly have spent $200,000 on this matter or that 
any important project would have been hurt by a delay in the discovery 
of the article. 
In any case, the incorporation of references to this paper in American 
publications that saw the light in 1954 and early 1955 clearly indicates 
earlier and quite widespread awareness of the existence of the paper 
by the specialists concerned. This impression is reinforced by citations 
of the paper in a bibliography compiled by S. H. Washburn at Bell 
Telephone Laboratories in March 1952 (Washburn, 1962) and another 
compiled by L. C. Robbins and G. W. Patterson, then of Burroughs 
Corporation, in May 1951 (Robbins and Patterson, 1951). Of the 68 
entries in the latter, eight cite the Russian literature, and many more 
cite Japanese literature; its authors also carefully distinguished between 
a paper they had seen and another which had "not been seen but it is 
believed that it is related to the subject matter in question," which was 
"logical and mathematical methods for analysis of calculating and 
control networks." On this evidence, Lunts had been seen where it 
mattered. 
That Gilbert, who himself has contributed extensively to the theory 
of switching and to the theory of coding systems, should have reviewed 
an article appearing in the Soviet literature in 1950 in time for publica- 
tion in Mathematical Reviews in the same year further suggests that any 
absence of widespread enthusiasm about he work was due not to a lack 
of awareness of its existence, but rather to the fact that the paper epre- 
sented aminor contribution, ofmild theoretical interest but without any 
depth. 
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The result in question is one of those minor technicalities that are 
easy to discover in a proper context and of little value other than as 
stepping stones to deeper esults. Shannon's famous 1938 paper, the 
"pioneer 1938 paper" mentioned by Locke, was based on a thesis by 
the same title submitted by Shannon on August 10, 1937, for the degree 
of Master of Science to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
Although, in most respects, the published paper closely follows the 
thesis, a four-page thesis section entitled "Matrix Methods" was en- 
tirely omitted from the paper as not significant enough for publication 
(Shannon, 1962). One page of this section is reproduced as Fig. 2. Lunts' 
theorem will be recognized, albeit in slightly weaker form, as the second from 
the bottom. 
where U~k is the negative of the hinderance function from node j to k, 
the network considered as a two terminal circuit. Thus for the three node 
network of Fig. 16 the X' and U' matrices are as shown at the right. 
2 
x y 
i X t Z t 
x r i y' 
z r y' 1 
X r Matr ix  
1 X' + y tz  r Z t+ X ryt  
X' + y 'z '  1 y '+ X'Z' 
Z' + x 'y '  y' + X'Z' 1 
U' Matrix Fig. 16 
Theorem: Any power of the X' matrix of a network gives a network 
which is equivalent with respect o all nodes. The matrix is raised to a 
power by the usual rule for multiplication of matrices. 
Theorem: 
1 U~2 . . . .  U~n 1 X'I~ . . . .  X ' ln  
U~i 1 . . . .  U~n X~21 1 . . . .  XP2n 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  = . . . . . . . . . . . .  s>~n-i 
Ulnl . . . . . . . .  1 t X'  m . . . . . . .  1 I 
Theorem:  Any  node,  say the kth, may be el iminated leaving the network  
equivalent  w i th  respect to all remain ing  nodes  by  add ing  to each e lement  
XI~, of the 
FIG. 2 
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